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IMPORTANCE OF SLEEP

Mercy Aladegboungbe
INSTRUCTOR: APRIL MYLES
COR 101 - 039 BUSE/ECO

goals
THE TOPIC I CHOOSE FOCUSes ON THE IMPORTANCE OF SLEEP TO COLLEGE STUDENT, HOW LESS SLEEP
CAUSE TROUBLE IN EVERY ASPECT OF OUR LIFE. AS WE ENTER ONE OF THE MOST STRESSFUL TIME
PERIOD OF THE SEMESTER ( HAVING TO TURN IN YOUR PROCRASTINATED WORKS, TAKING EXAM, WHILE
STILL DOING EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITY) SLEEPing becomes one of the less important priority
on your list, which is one of the reason I chose to teach this particular lesson this close
to the end of the semester. according to a Harvard research blog "Sleep is very
important for consolidating memories. In any sort of experimental setting, study results
show better performance if you learn material and then sleep on it, instead of remaining
awake. So there’s lots and lots of evidence now indicating that sleep promotes memory
strengthening and memory consolidation,” my purpose of this topic is to inform my student
the causes, effect, importance of sleep and also providing them the tips and healthy
habit in order to build a well sleeping habit.

lesson preparation

my lesson was in a form of a powerpoint, I also included an activity for my students to
do (IT IS A CLEVELAND ADOLESCENT SLEEPLESS QUESTIONNAIRE, WHERE YOU CALCULATE IF YOU
ARE PRACTICING HEALTHY HABITS OR NOT).
to make my topic more engaging, I used a website where my student can look at a picture
and identify things in the room that hinder a good sleeping habit.
https://sleepeducation.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/teen-sleep-questionnaire.pdf

https://www.scholastic.com/pathways/sleep/index.html

POWERPOINT

MY GOAL AT THE END OF THIS LESSON FOR MY STUDENT'S IS THAT THEY HAVE GAINED THE INSTRUMENT THEY NEED
TO BUILD A GOOD HABIT, AND AS WE ARE GETTING TOWARD THE END OF THE SEMESTER, THEY HAVE THE KNOWLEDGE
ON HOW TO PRIORITIZE ALL THEIR ACTIVITIES, WHILE STILL GETTING A GOOD NIGHT SLEEP.

STUDENT'S REFLECTIONS

1. "the idea of the presentation was great. I think college student should have their
sleep".
2.
"I learned more about my sleep routine that I knew before".
3. "I enjoyed the finding things around the room activity, it was very interactive and I
was able to learn about factors that hinder my sleep".
4. "Mercy said that she uses her mobile device to track her sleep and that us a new
information I learnt".
5. "I learnt that prioritizing my sleep is important not only during final week but
everyday of my life".

STUDENT FACILITATOR'S REFLECTION

I believe that my presentation was fun, informative and interactive. normally this is
not the type of topic you teach to a class but as student some of us overlook the
importance of a good night sleep. my students were very participative and I saw how
muuch the liked the presentation expecially the interactive activity. I can see that
they earn a little od what sleep can do to their performance and how it can make
them a better student. one of my student on their feedback note said I may have
spoken a liile facst, so for next time or in life, I plan to slow down, enuciate my words
and interact better with the student. I sometimes run through presentation because
of my anxiety but I have learned to understand that only I will realize that I made a
mistake and I should not be anxious about anything because my audience are here and
willing to learn from me.
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